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Vacancies and carbon impurities in a-iron: Electron irradiation
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Positron-lifetime measurements are reported on electron-irradiated high-purity u-iron

and on iron doped with controlled amounts of carbon impurities. We show that in pure
iron monovacancies are mobile at stage III around 220 K causing vacancy clustering into

small three-dimensional agglomerates. These clusters anneal out between 500 and 600 K.
In carbon-doped iron a competing mechanism is the formation of a highly asymmetric

carbon-vacancy pair at 220 K. These pairs dissociate around 490 K, resulting in another

release of free vacancies in the lattice. Controversial aspects on vacancy properties in ear-

lier investigations are discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Considerable efforts have been undertaken to
clarify the behavior of point defects in o.-iron. In
spite of this, a consensus has not been reached on
the elementary properties of vacancies and self-
interstitial atoms. The reasons are in the difficul-
ties on preparing high-purity specimens and in the
high sensitivity of point defects to interstitial im-

purities. The situation has been reviewed by
several authors. ' Controversial results have been
obtained concerning the position of the vacancy
migration stage, the suggested temperature re-

gions extending from 200 to 550 K. On the other
hand, the view of interstitial atom migration
around 120 K has been generally accepted. '

Up to recent times, a considerable group of ex-

periments including transmission electron micros-

copy, magnetic relaxation, ' studies of the onset
for void swelling, " irradiation doping, ' quench-

ing, ' internal friction, ' as well as combined self-

diffusion and positron annihilation measurements
in thermal equilibrium, " seemed to point strongly
towards a vacancy migration stage clearly above
room temperature, at around 520 K. Yet a careful
analysis of annealing kinetics by, e.g., Decker
et al. showed that the recovery stage around 220
K has to be assigned to the free migration of an
elementary intrinsic point defect. . Following the
nomenclature in fcc metals, this stage was called
the stage III of a-iron. Although stage III in fcc
metals is widely accepted to be due to monovacan-

cy migration, Decker et al. attributed this
recovery stage to the migration of a second kind of
interstitial atoms.

Carbon impurities have been observed to interact
strongly with both interstitials' and with va-

cancy-type defects' ' in o.-iron. This fact greatly
inAuences the precipitation kinetics of carbon
atoms' ' and has profoundly contributed to the
difficulties in the interpretation of annealing

stages. Free carbon-atom migration is known to
occur at temperatures around 350 K. The contro-
versy on vacancy migration mentioned above
brings up the question whether a mobile carbon in-

terstitial is trapped by a stable monovacancy, or
vice versa.

In this paper we follow the behavior of point de-

fects in O.-iron with positron-lifetime measure-
ments. The method is highly defect specific,
since positrons tend to become trapped at va-

cancy-type defects, whereas they are completely in-

sensitive to interstitial atoms and their small ag-
glomerates. Furthermore, clustering of vacancies
into small three-dimensional agglomerates is unam-

biguously detected. The positron lifetime increases
rapidly when the cluster size grows from a mono-
vacancy to a microvoid containing around 100 va-

cancies. During further growth the lifetime satu-
rates to a value of 500 psec as a large defect
represents an internal surface of the metal.

We have performed positron-lifetime and
residual-resistivity measurements in high-purity
zone-refined a-iron as well as in iron doped with
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carbon impurities. The present paper is the first of
two papers. Here the specimens were damaged by
electron irradiations at 20 K and by deformation at
77 K. The second part deals with fast neutron ir-
radiations at 77 K. Our results presented in this

paper show that free monovacancy migration
indeed occurs at stage III around 220 K, resulting
in formation of small vacancy agglomerates.
Furthermore, the carbon atoms are observed to act
as strong trapping sites for migrating monovacan-
cies. Carbon-vacancy pairs formed at 220 K have

a highly asymmetric character. Free carbon atoms
migrating at 350 K interact further with vacancy
complexes. The dissociation of carbon-vacancy
pairs and vacancy agglomerates occurs around 490
and 550 K, respectively. In the second paper we

show that in neutron-irradiated specimens, vacancy

migration is shifted to 180 K due to the high local
vacancy concentration within the collision cascades
of the fast neutrons. Short communications on
part of the work reported in these two papers have
been published earlier.

Section II of the present paper contains the ex-

perimental details. In Sec. III we consider the
analysis of positron-lifetime spectra and relate the
observable parameters with defect concentrations.
Section IV describes the results of measurements in

the electron-irradiated and deformed iron-carbon
system. In Sec. V we present the positron-lifetime
results in terms of concentrations of different

vacancy-type defects. Section VI contains a dis-

cussion with some remarks on the contradictory re-

sults on vacancy properties in earlier investigations.
Section VII includes the conclusion of the present
work.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

The high-purity a-iron was prepared in Grenoble
by zone-refining the Koch-Light starting material
for one month in a helium atmosphere. The in-

got was then cold-rolled and specimens for posi-
tron and resistivity measurements were cut. These
were annealed in a hydrogen atmosphere at 800'C
for 18 h. The residual resistivity ratio, measured
in a longitudinal magnetic field of 50 mT, was
I =p(399 K)/p(4. 2 K) =1500. The carbon and ni-
trogen concentrations were estimated with the
internal friction method. Total amount of these
impurities was found to be less than 5 at. ppm.

Carbon doping was performed by melting the
iron with pure graphite in an induction furnace
under a helium atmosphere. After cold-rolling and

cutting, a solution-annealing treatment was given
to the samples in a helium atmosphere at 750'C.
The specimens were then quenched into icy water,
electrolytically polished, and stored at liquid nitro-
gen temperature. Two sets of samples were made
with the carbon concentrations of 50 and 750
at. ppm. The first value was obtained from a
chemical analysis while the second value was es-
timated from the amounts of iron and graphite
placed in the induction furnace. The sample di-
mensions were 6)(8&0.3 mm for positron experi-
ments and /=0. 6)& 100 mm for residual resistivi-

ty measurements.
Electron irradiations were carried out in Greno-

ble under liquid hydrogen by using a 3-MeV Van
de Graaff accelerator with beam currents 10—20
pA. The samples were transported to Helsinki at
77 K for positron measurements. Plastic deforma-
tion was performed by pressing the specimens
slowly in a liquid-nitrogen bath. The thickness
reduction was about 60%. After deformation the
samples were directly transferred into a cryostat
for positron measurements at 77 K.

Some data on the studied samples are collected
in Table I. For each specimen we give the method
of defect production, irradiation-induced resistivity
increase (measured after 77 K anneal), irradiation
dose, carbon concentration, the positron emitter
used in the measurements, and the resolution of
the positron-lifetime equipment.

Positron-lifetime spectra were measured with a
conventional fast-slow coincidence device having
the time resolution shown in Table I. A positron
source was sandwiched between two identical sam-

ples under liquid nitrogen. As a positron emitter
we used a normal Na source made by evaporating
about 10 pCi of aqueous NaCl solution onto a
thin (1.14 mg/cm ) nickel foil. We also prepared a

V source of about 15 pCi by irradiating a thin
(0.8 mg/cm ) titanium foil with 20-MeV protons

at the Cyclotron Laboratory of the University of
Jyvaskyla, Finland. This source allowed measure-
ments of lifetime spectra with an order-of-
magnitude smaller long-lifetime source correc-
tion. ' During a typical 15-ksec measuring time
6)& 10 lifetime events were collected.

During the isochronal annealing treatments the
samples were heat treated for 30 min in 20 K tem-

perature intervals. A temperature-stabilized
(+1 K) furnace with a pure helium atmosphere
was used except for the heat treatments for pure
iron above 340 K, which were carried out in a
purified hydrogen atmosphere. Positron measure-
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ments were performed in vacuum at 77 K, except
for the samples A to D (Table I), which were meas-
ured at room temperature after 340-K annealing.
The increase in the measuring temperature was

simply due to an increased data accumulation rate
obtained with a more effective sample-detector
geometry.

III. ANALYSIS OF POSITRON EXPERIMENTS

A thermalized positron in a perfect metal shows
a constant annihilation rate A,f. Thus the lifetime
distribution measured in an annealed 0;-iron con-
sists of a single exponential component and the
number of positrons in the lattice left at time t
after their emissions is

nf (t)= no exp( Af t) = n—o exp( t jrf )—
where no is the total number of observed annihila-
tion events. ~f ——1/A~ is the positron lifetime.
For iron we have ~f ——110 psec. In the presence of
vacancy-type defects, positrons tend to get local-

ized at their sites. This results in a lifetime distri-

bution consisting of a sum of several exponential

components. The number of positrons in the lat-

tice containing S different types of vacancy defects
now becomes

)V+1
nd(t)=no g I; exp( tie;) . —

Here I; denotes the relative intensity of the com-

ponent having the lifetime value r; (g, +&'I; = 1).
The lifetimes ~; of trapped positrons are consider-

ably longer than ~f due to a lower electron density

within the defects. The average positron lifetime
or the statistical mean of the positron-lifetime dis-

tribution is defined by

N+1

In the following we relate the observable parame-
ters ~; and I; with the properties of defects present
in the lattice. %e assume that no detrapping of
positrons occurs from the localized states.

A. Positron trapping in the presence

of a single type of defect (N = 1)

Assume a concentration e„of defects which we

take here to be monovacancies. The positron trap-

ping probability is directly proportional to the de-
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feet concentration. Denoting the specific trapping
rate as pv, the positron trapping rate Kv becomes

Kv Pvcv

According to Eq. (2), the observed lifetime distri-
bution is a superposition of two exponential com-
ponents with the values of the observable parame-
ters

and

II——1 —III —III,
Kv

III
~v+Kv +Kcl

Kcl
IIII =

f ~c]+Kv +Kc

(6d)

(6e)

'Tf
Tl—

1+Kvvf

q —1
Vv v 7

Kv
I2 ——

gf —A,v +Kv

from which we get

(5a)

(5b)

(5c)

In the above equations K,l
——p,lc,l. In principle, by

applying a three-component fit one can resolve the
interesting parameters K,l and K, . However, this
cannot be realized in practice, since an unrestricted
three-component decomposition results in an unac-
ceptable amount of scatter in the analyzed lifetimes
z; and intensities I;.

C. Practical considerations

I2
(Af —A,, ) .

Il
(5d)

B. Positron trapping in the presence

of two types of defects (N =2)

The lattice contains- two different positron traps
with concentrations cv and c,l. The corresponding

specific trapping rates are pv and p, l, respectively.

Here the nomenclature c„(vacancy-type defects)

and cd (vacancy clusters) serves for further needs.

The trapped positron lifetimes are ~„and ~,1. The
measured lifetime distribution is now three-

exponential with

'Tf
TI—

1+KvZf +Kclvf

q —1
TII —Tv —R v

q —1
+III +cl +cl

(6a)

(6b)

(6c)

Above, ~v =A,v
' represents the trapped positron

lifetime in a monovacancy. For iron ~v =175 psec
(see Sec. IV). The specific trapping rate for mono-
vacancies in iron is estimated in Sec. V to be
p„=(1.1+0.2)&&10' sec ', which is in good
agreement with the result of Schafer et al. '

Equations (4) and (5d) directly give the defect con-

centration in the lattice, while Eq. (5a) can be used
for checking the internal consistency in the
analysis. In the limits of very low (a„«Xf ) or
very high (a.„»Af ) defect concentrations, the
measured lifetime spectrum becomes one-

exponential with v.=~f or ~=~„, respectively.

In addition to annihilation events from the sam-
ple the measured lifetime spectra contain annihila-
tion events from the positron source material too.
After subtracting the source contribution and a
random background we decompose the resulting
multiexponential lifetime spectrum into the intensi-
ties I; and lifetimes r; in Eq. (2). These parame-
ters should then be connected to the defect concen-
trations present in the lattice. However, the values
of the parameters often contain considerable scatter
and care must be taken before the results from a
lifetime spectrum analysis are interpreted in terms
of physical properties of defects.

A feature deserving special attention is that the
average positron lifetime 7 is a statistically more
reliable parameter to describe the measured distri-
bution than the individual components obtained
from the decomposition. The average lifetime can
be calculated in two ways, either from the experi-
mental data points as the first moment of the spec-
trum about the time zero or from the analyzed
lifetimes v;. and their relative intensities I; by ap-

plying Eq. (3). When fitting the spectra we have

required that these two methods give the same
value of 7 within 2 psec. If not, it indicates that
the lifetime distribution is distorted by, e.g., excep-
tional experimental drifts or that an improper reso-
lution function has been used. Sometimes the
decomposition may be difficult and it may result
in unreasonable values for the parameters although
a satisfactory variance is obtained. However, in
case the fitted curve matches well the data points
in all parts of the spectrum, the first moment of
the fitted curve equals the first moment of the ex-
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perimental lifetime distribution, and consequently
the average lifetime determined from Eq. (3) is
correct. In the following we make use of this
feature.

In the presence of defects of single type we

analyze the spectrum with two components to ob-
tain a value for the average positron lifetime ~. In
case the trapped positron lifetime is known (e.g.,
r„=175 psec for monovacancies in iron), we com-
bine Eqs. (3) and (5) and get the trapping rate

procedure results in the correct values for the long-
est lifetime component, i.e.,

and
+2 +»I (8a)

I2 =I (8b)

As discussed earlier the average positron lifetime is

also obtained correctly in the case of a satisfactory
fit, i.e.,

Vf
Kv ~f

'r —'r
v

(7)
&=&III+&IIIII+&I»I»I

II I +%2I2 (9)

Because of the good statistical properties of ~,
more accurate values for K„are expected when this
formula is used instead of Eq. (5d).

When there are two types of defects in the lat-
tice (vacancies and vacancy clusters) we can, in

principle, apply a three-component fit and resolve
the parameters a,~

and a„ from Eqs. (6) to estimate
the concentrations of the two defects. However, in

practice the statistical uncertainties of the analyzed
lifetimes and intensities are too large because of
the high number of free variables. Therefore, we
decompose the spectra using only two lifetime
components with fitting parameters r&, rq, and I2
In all cases this was also found to result in a satis-

factory variance. As the longest lifetime com-
ponent (of the order of 300 psec or more) is clearly
separated from other parts of the spectrum (see

e.g., Fig. 1), we assume that the decomposition

III +z»I»
T]—

II+III
1+r„a„[1+a,)l(k f k [+K )]

Af +Kv +Kc)

II =II+III

(loa)

(10b)

The latter expression for r~ follows from Eqs. (6).
We can now solve the positron trapping rates K„

and K,I and thus, if the specific trapping rates p„
and p, ~

are known, also determine the defect con-
centrations c, and c,I. For the trapping rates we
obtain from Eqs. (6), (8), and (10):

r)(Af —I2A,,)) —I )
Kv =

7v
(1 la)

A direct consequence is that ~& describes the mean

lifetime for positrons annihilating with lifetimes ~I

and

10 ~

a

I2
Kgj — ( kf kc] +KU )

I
(1 lb)

104

I— 3x' 10
D
D

102

unir radi

101 a

1

TIME (nsec)

FIG. 1. Positron-lifetime spectra after source-
background subtraction in electron-irradiated (6& 10'
e /cm ) high-purity iron at various stages of isochronal
annealing. The dramatic occurrence of a long-lifetime
component after 230 K annealing is clearly visible.

The trapping rates in the two cases discussed
above are calculated in Sec. V. In case a distinct
long-lifetime component is observed, we also check
whether the analysis is compatible with one defect
type only. From the values of ~2 and I2 we calcu-
late the trapping rate a,&

from Eq. (Sc). This value
is then used to evaluate r, from Eq. (5a). These r~
values are indicated with dashed lines in the fig-
ures of Sec. V. If the experimental ~& values are
higher, then according to Eq. (10a), r& is due to an-
nihilations of both free positrons and those trapped
at additional defects present in the lattice. Hence
our conclusion is that in this case at least two de-
fect types must be present in the specimen to ac-
count for the results from the exponential decom-
position.
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The specific trapping rates themselves depend on
the temperature, where the positron-lifetime mea-
surements are performed. It is generally agreed
that the monovacancy trapping rate p„ is tempera-
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FIG. 3. Positron-lifetime parameters as a function of
the isochronal annealing temperature in the high-dose
electron-irradiated pure iron. For the dashed line in ~I
see Fig. 2.

ture independent, while the trapping rate JM, ~
into

more extended defects increases with tempera-
ture.

IV. RESULTS

A. Electron-irradiated pure iron

Two high-purity a-iron specimens (samples 3
and 8 in Table I) were electron-irradiated to doses
3 g 10 and 6)& 10 e /cm . Positron-hfetjme
spectra in these samples are observed to depend
strongly on the annealing temperature. Some ex-

amples are shown in Fig. 1 for the high-dose irra-
diated specimen. The positron-lifetime parameters

ri, r2, and I2 as a function of the isochronal an-

nealing temperature are shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
The irradiation-induced resistivity increases (Table
I) at 77 K correspond to Frenkel-pair concentra-
tions of 47 and 103 ppm when the value of 30
pQ cm/at. %%uo forFrenkel-pai rresistivit y isused .

After the low-dose electron irradiation the
positron-lifetime spectrum is one-exponential be-

tween 77 and 100 K, with a mean lifetime 7= 175
psec. This indicates that all positrons are trapped
by defects, i.e., by monovacancies produced in elec-
tron irradiation (cf. Sec. III A), and consequently
the lifetime is that of positrons at monovacancies,
~„=175psec. During annealing through stage Iz
at 120 K a decrease in ~& is observed. This corre-
sponds to a decrease in monovacancy concentration
due to Frenkel-pair recombinations by migrating
self-interstitial atoms. No further changes in the
lifetime distribution are observed before annealing
at 220 K, where a distinct long-lifetime component
abruptly arises having the lifetime ~2 ——300 psec
and the intensity I2=-20%. At the same time ri
decreases strongly to a level of about 110 psec. In
agreement with earlier observations in copper,
molybdenum, and tungsten, as well as with

theoretical predictions we attribute this long-
lifetime component to positron trapping into
three-dimensional vacancy clusters. Thus monova-

cancies produced in electron irradiation migrate
freely during stage III and form small vacancy
clusters. A contradictory explanation for the
long-lifetime component has been presented ' in
terms of positron trapping at interstitial agglom-
erates. However, this idea has neither theoretical

nor experimental basis. ' Our results thus con-

firm the early suggestion of Cuddy that free
monovacancy migration occurs already at 220 K.

During further annealing above stage III we ob-
serve a continuous growth of vacancy clusters seen
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as an increase in &2 in Fig. 2. These vacancy ag-
glomerates anneal out finally around 500 K.
When we consider the behavior of ~& after stage III
we observe that between 220 and 350 K the level

of r& is slightly above the dashed line, which shows
the value of ~& in case we take into account posi-
tron trapping into vacancy clusters only. The
difference is, however, too small for any detailed
drscussron.

The annealing behavior of pure iron irradiated to
the higher dose (sample 8 iri Table I) is indicated
in Fig. 3. The gross features of Fig. 2 are well

reproduced with some important exceptions. First-
ly, above 120 K, ~~ still stays at the level of 175
psec corresponding to saturation trapping at mono-
vacancies. This is due to the higher irradiation
dose; after the stage IE the vacancy concentration
is still high enough to account for 100% trapping
probability of positrons. After stage-III annealing
we again observe a distinct long-lifetime corn-
ponent due to the formation of vacancy clusters.
This is extremely visible from the broadening of
the lifetime spectrum in Fig. 1. The increase of
the size of vacancy clusters occurs gradually dur-

ing further annealing. Vacancy clusters have an-
nealed out totally as the annealing temperature of
500 K is reached.

The dashed line in Fig. 3 again shows the value
of r~ obtained from Eq. (5a) when vacancy clusters
are assumed to be the only positron traps existing
in the lattice. We notice that the measured values
of rj between 200 and 400 K are clearly above this
line. Thus the vacancy clusters alone cannot ex-

plain the results, but it seems that in addition to
the clusters, a fraction (although quite small) of
other vamncylike defects survive in the lattice
beyond stage III. This might be due to vacancy
mpture by immobile impurities resulting in a com-
plex still capable of trapping positrons. Another
possibility might be formation of dislocation loops
from vacancies during their migration.

The prominent features in the annealing of pure
electron-irradiated iron are the following: (1) Mi-
gration of self-interstitials and recombination of a
fraction of Frenkel pairs at 120 K. (2) Migration
of monovacancies at 220 K resulting in the forma-
tion of small vacancy agglomerates. (3) Dissocia-
tion of vacancy clusters at 500 K.

B. Deformed pure iron

High-purity iron samples (specimen G in Table
I) were deformed plastically by pressing under

V
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liquid nitrogen up to a thickness reduction of 60%%uo.

The positron-lifetime parameters as a function of
isochronal annealing temperature are shown in Fig.
4. Below 200 K we notice that the lifetime spec-
trum is one-exponential with the average positron
lifetime ~~

——165 psec. This corresponds to 100%
positron trapping at dislocations and vacancies

produced during plastic deformation. The life-

time value ~=165 psec is slightly lower than the
monovacancy lifetime ~, =175 psec. This behavior

seems to be common for a variety of metals.
After annealing through stage III we again ob-

serve the appearance of a long-lifetime component
with ~2-300 psec and I2-13%. Thus vacancies
which are also produced during plastic deforma-
tion, become mobile and form small agglomerates
or microvoids after 200 K annealing. At higher
temperatures a continuous increase in the longer
lifetime values r2 is observed, indicating a coarsen-

ing of the microvoid structure.
Above 500 K the intensity I2 gradually drops to

zero as the vacancy agglomerates become thermally
unstable. After 600 K positrons are trapped at the
remaining dislocations only. The decrease of r~ is
very smooth, indicating the occurrence of a recry-
stallization process. Finally, after 800 K annealing
the average positron lifetime reaches a value of 110
psec, characteristic for a defect-free lattice.

To sum up, our measurements on deformed pure
iron demonstrate the formation of vacancy ag-
glomerates at 220 K, showing again that the va-

mncy migration takes place at this temperature.

ANNEALING TEMPERATURE. (K)

FIG. 4. Positron-lifetime parameters as a function of
the isochronal annealing temperature in plastically de-

formed pure iron.
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Thus the results are in good agreement with those
in electron-irradiated iron presented in Sec. IV A.

C. Electron-irradiated
carbon-doped iron

To investigate the effect of carbon atoms on the
annealing behavior of point defects we electron-
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FIG. 6. Positron-lifetime parameters in the electron-
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ical shift at 340 K is due to a change in the measuring
temperature.
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FIG. S. Positron-lifetime spectra after source-

background subtraction in electron-irradiated {3)& 10'

e /cm ) Fe—50 at. ppm C and Fe—750 at. ppm C
specimens after 280 K annealing. The effect of carbon

on the width of the lifetime spectrum is clearly seen.
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FIG. 7. Positron-lifetime parameters as a function of
the isochronal annealing temperature in the electron-
irradiated Fe—750 at. ppm C sample. For the dashed
line in ~~ see Fig. 2.

irradiated two pairs of specimens with carbon con-
centrations 50 and 750 at. ppm, respectively, to
doses of 3&&10' e /cm (samples C and D in
Table I). Examples of the lifetime spectra are seen
in Fig. 5. The positron-lifetime parameters as a
function of the isochronal annealing temperature
are shown in Figs. 6 and 7 for the two specimens.
The measured lifetime spectra show again one-
exponential behavior between 77 and 200 K with

~~ ——~, ——175 psec. Due to the very high irradiation
dose, positrons detect only monovacancies in the
lattice below stage III, and their concentratian is
high enough for saturation trapping.

The annealing of the specimens through stage
III causes a clear splitting of the lifetime curves
into two exponential components, with the longer
lifetime value ~2=-300 psec. The corresponding in-

tensities after stage III are I2 =40% and I2=-10%
in the specimens containing 50 and 750 at. ppm C,
respectively. The free migration of monovacancies
during stage-III annealing is thus manifested by
the formation of vacancy agglomerates also in
carbon-doped iron specimens. Yet, by comparing
Figs. 6 and 7, the tendency of vacancies to farm
clusters decreases with carbon additions. This is
seen as a decrease in Iz as the concentration of car-
bon impurities is increased. This is also very clear-

ly noticed by comparing the two lifetime spectra in

Fig. 5 measured after annealing above stage III.
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The annealing behavior of the shorter lifetime
component v.

&
in the carbon-doped specimens

shown in Figs. 6 and 7 contains considerably more
structure than in the case of pure iron in Figs. 2
and 3. Again the dashed lines in the figures show
the values of r~ as calculated from Eq. (5a) when

only positron trapping into vacancy clusters is tak-
en into account. We observe that between 200 and
300 K the experimental data points for ~~ are sig-
nificantly above the dashed lines. This indicates
that in addition to the clusters, some other positron
traps exist in the lattice. The values of the shorter
lifetime ~~ from Figs. 3, 6, and 7 have been collect-
ed in Fig. 8. In all curves a strong decrease in ~&

is seen at 200 K. Between 220 and 350 K the ~&

values remain constant, but the height of the level

increases strongly with the carbon concentration.
This means that the more there are carbon impuri-

ties in the lattice, the more the vacancies survive

the stage-III annealing. Thus monovacancies mi-

grating at stage III interact strongly with carbon
impurities. We ascribe this phenomenon to the
capture of migrating vacancies by carbon atoms,
which are known to be immobile at these tempera-
tures. Vacancies trapped by carbon atoms retain
their capability of attracting positrons; it is the
presence of these "frozen" vacancies which gives
rise to an increased level of ~& after 200 K anneal.

The estimated vacancy concentrations in the
carbon-doped specimens just below 200 K are
around 100 ppm (cf. Sec. V 8), i.e., comparable to
the carbon concentration in the Fe—50 at. ppm C
specimen (sample Q. In this sample the level of r~

is 135 psec, suggesting a considerable positron

trapping into the carbon-vacancy pairs already at
this concentration. In the sample containing 750
at. ppm C (sample D), the pair concentration is ex-

pected to be much higher and yet the change in the
level of r~, from 135 to 160 psec is relatively small.

Consequently, we take ~~ ——160 psec as the satura-
tion value giving the trapped positron lifetime in

the carbon-vacancy pair. We also notice that even

in the nominally "pure" iron ( & 5 at. ppm C) sam-

ples a faint indication of carbon-vacancy pairs is
observed, as discussed in connection with Figs. 2
and 3.

The next annealing stage in Fig. 8 is observed at
350 K, where free Inigration of carbon interstitials
occurs. In all cases ~& decreases strongly, indicat-

ing the loss of vacancy-type defects. We interpret
this as further decoration of carbon-vacancy pairs
with migrating carbon atoms, which leads to the
disappearance of the positron trapping capability
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FIG. 8. Shorter positron-lifetime values ~~ as a func-
tion of the isochronal annealing temperature from Figs.
3, 6, and 7.

of the decorated pairs.
The formation of carbon-vacancy pairs also has

a clear effect on the behavior of T2 and I2. As is
seen from Figs. 6 and 7, the lifetime ~2 is about
the same in both carbon-doped specimens, but in-

stead its intensity I2 is much smaller in the case of
the higher carbon concentration (see also Fig. 5).
This is due to the increased capture of vacancies

by carbon atoms, which results in a reduced num-

ber of vacancy clusters. Because of the very low

carbon concentration, the intensity I2 in pure iron

(Fig. 3) reaches a value of 45%—the same as in

Fig. 6 =ven though the irradiation dose is a factor
of 5 smaller.

A discontinuity in the I2 values is observed in

Figs. 6 and 7 at 340 K. This is due to a change in

the measuring temperature from 77 K to room
temperature. The specific trapping rate pd for va-

cancy clusters increases with the temperature,
while that for monovacancies p, stays constant.
The existing vacancy clusters thus become more ef-

fectively detected by positrons at the expense of
carbon-vacancy pairs. The same discontinuity is
also reflected as a decrease in ~&. At the same
temperature region, around 350 K, we also observe
a decrease in ~1 due to isochronal annealing treat-
ments. As discussed previously, this is caused by
the migration of carbon atoms which are captured

by the carbon-vacancy pairs. The resulting
rnonovacancy-polycarbon complex does not contain
free space for positron trapping. Actually there
exists a competition between positron trapping into
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the vacancy clusters and into the carbon-vacancy
pairs. Owing to the change in the measuring tern-

perature and the passing of the carbon migration
stage, positron trapping starts favoring the vacancy
agglomerates. A reverse situation occurs at 400 K
in the Fe—750 at. ppm C sample: the balance in
the positron trapping process turns towards an in-

creased trapping into the vacancy-type defects.
The stability of carbon-vacancy pairs is not re-

vealed by our results shown in Figs. 6 and 7. This
is due to the further decoration of the pairs caused
by carbon migration at 350 K. In order to obtain
information on the annealing behavior of carbon-
vacancy pairs above 350 K, we irradiated two
Fe—50 at. ppm C specimens to electron doses of
3&&10' and 1X10' e lcm (samples E andI' in

Table I). The idea of the smaller irradiation dose

was to decrease the vacancy concentration with

respect to carbon concentration below stage III and

thus to favor carbon-vacancy pair formation at the

expense of vacancy clustering. Further, we meas-

ured the positron lifetime in these samples at 77 K,
also after annealing treatments above 340 K. Thus
we could make use of the temperature-dependent

positron trapping into vacancy clusters. At 77 K
the existing carbon-vacancy pairs are detected more

effectively by positrons because the specific trap-

ping rate into vacancy clusters is lower than its
value at room temperature, while the specific trap-

ping rate into carbon-vacancy pairs remains con-

stant.
The positron parameters as a function of the iso-

chronal annealing temperature are shown in Figs. 9
and 10 for the specimens irradiated to the electron
doses of 3)(10is and 1)&10is e

—gcmz respectively
Results for the latter case are shown only after 300
K annealing. In the sample irradiated to the
higher dose the lifetime spectra below stage IE
contain only one component with a value

~=~„=175psec, as seen in Fig. 9. This means

that all positrons are trapped by vacancies. After
120 K annealing the lifetime drops to a value of
155 psec: the vacancy concentration diminishes to
a level where only about 70% of positrons are

trapped. An analogous behavior was found in the
case of low-dose electron-irradiated pure iron (cf.
Fig. 2). After stage-III annealing a long-lifetime
component is again developed with ~2-=300 psec,
while I2 =8% is rather small due to a low irradia-
tion dose and a high relative carbon concentration.

From Figs. 9 and 10 we observe that after stage
III the level of r~—being 140 and 126 psec,
respectively —is again much too high to account
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tion as a function of the isochronal annealing tempera-
ture. The dashed line for ~~ follows from the trapping
model assuming the presence of vacancy clusters only.
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Owing to the higher irradiation dose in Fig. 9, the
values of ~I and Iz are higher compared to those in
Fig. 10.

The carbon migration stage at 350 K causes re-

latively small changes in the positron parameters
shown in Figs. 9 and 10. In both cases ~I de-

creases only slightly. In Fig. 9, Iz drops to a very
small level while in Fig. 10 it is small already be-

fore the carbon migration stage. Thus the free car-
bon atoms available after stage III make a part of
both vacancy clusters and carbon-vacancy pairs
ineffective to trap positrons by further decorating
the existing defect complexes. Contrary to the case
in Fig. 6, the level of ~I in Figs. 9 and 10 stays
high also beyond 350 K. Positrons seem to detect
vacancy-type defects also after the carbon migra-
tion. Thus some carbon-vacancy pairs are not
decorated with additional carbon atoms. It may
also be possible that some monovacancy-poly-
carbon complexes contain a sufficiently small num-

ber of carbon atoms to maintain their capability as
positron traps.

During further annealing above 350 K, the level

of w& stays constant in Figs. 9 and 10 until 490 K,
where a sharp decrease is observed in both cases.
This means that at 490 K the disappearance of
carbon-vacancy complexes still capable of positron
trapping occurs. At the same temperature range
we notice a slight increase in Iz, i.e., positron trap-
ping into vacancy clusters is enhanced. %e ascribe
this behavior to the dissociation of carbon-vacancy
pairs or complexes. Thus we are again dealing
with a recovery stage associated with a release of
free monovacancies to the lattice. These vacancies
form clusters, which cause increased positron trap-
ping into vacancy agglomerates seen as an increase
in Iz. Above 500 K, vacancy clusters remain the
only kind of defects which are detected by posi-
trons. During further annealirig these agglom-
erates disappear at 700 K.

Our main results on electron-irradiated iron-
carbon systems may be summarized as follows. (1)
Vacancies are mobile at stage III around 220 K,
resulting in formation of small vacancy agglom-
erates. (2) Carbon atoms act as strong trapping
sites for monovacancies. Carbon-vacancy pairs are
formed at 220 K. (3) Carbon atoms are further
trapped by both vacancy clusters and carbon-
vacancy pairs during carbon migration at 350 K.
(4) Carbon-vacancy pairs or complexes are dissoci-
ated at 490 K. This results in a second release of
free monovacancies to the lattice. (S) Vacancy ag-
glomerates anneal out around 500—600 K.

V. ESTIMATION OF VACANCY
CONCENTRATIONS

In this section we reconsider the positron data
for electron-irradiated samples and calculate the
positron trapping rates ~, and ~,~ into vacancy-type
defects and vacancy clusters, respectively, follow-
ing the lines pointed out in Sec. III. From the cal-
culated values of ~, and ~,&

we then estimate the
defect concentrations c, and c,~ by using the equa-
tions ~, =p, c, and ~,~

——p,~c,~. However, below
120 K, and in most cases also below 200 K, we
have saturation trapping of positrons, wherefore
the trapping-rate calculations and consequently the
defect-concentration estimations are not possible at
these temperature regions. For the evaluation of
the specific trapping rates p„and p, &

we consider
the following cases.

(1) Comparative defect-concentration estimations
were made by residual resistivity Ineasurements.
For pure iron (samples A and 8 in Table I) we used
measurements reported' on samples irradiated
simultaneously with our specimens. For other
samples we took the irradiation-induced resistivity
increase from Table I, which we scaled to the re-
sults of I.eveque et al. ' obtained with a similar
specimen material. %'e used the Frenkel-pair resis-
tivity of 30 pQ cm/at. %%uo . Wehav e furthe ras-
sumed that the interstitial-atom clustering does not
affect the resistivity. In this case the measured
resistivity values are proportional to the vacancy
concentration at least up to 200-K annealing.

(2) When estimating the specific trapping rate
into vacancies p„, we apply the results of Fig. 2
obtained in pure iron irradiated to the lower dose
(sample 3). Below 200 K single vacancies are the
only type of defect detected by positrons. Howev-
er, below stage I~ the vacancy concentration is so
high that all positrons are trapped, making it im-
possible to estimate the trapping rate. Instead, be-
tween 140 and 200 K only a part of the positrons
are trapped by vacancies. At this temperature
range the average lifetime stays almost constant as
seen in Fig. 2. When its value 7=145 psec is sub-
stituted into Eq. (7) we obtain for the trapping rate
v„=(10.S+1))&109sec '. The observed'~ resistivi-
ty value at 160 K is p(160 K) =29 nQ cm corre-
sponding to a Frenkel-pair concentration of 9.5
ppm. Applying now Eq. (4) we finally get a value
for the specific trapping rate p„=(1.1+0.2) X 10'
sec '. This value is in excellent agreement with
the one obtained by Schafer et al. ' from simul-
taneous resistivity and annihilation line-shape mea-
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surements on iron specimens with various electron
doses.

(3) Vacancy-type defects such as carbon-vacancy

pairs exist between 200 and 350 K. As no infor-

mation on the specific trapping rate p,„ is avail-

able, we used the monovacancy value p„. This
causes probably a slight underestimation of the

pair concentration c,„.
(4) Vacancy clusters are found above 200 K. No

experimental data for the specific trapping rate p, ~

exists as a function of the cluster size. However,

theoretical calculations by Nieminen and Laak-

konen show that pd is proportional to the num-

ber of vacancies in the cluster in the case of small

cluster radii. Denoting ~,~

——p„c*,~, where p„ is the

specific trapping rate into monovacancies, we get a

quantity c*,
~ giving the effective concentration of

vacancies, which are bound within the vacancy ag-

glomerates. If the average number of vacancies in

a cluster is X, the actual cluster concentration thus

becomes

ccrc
ccrc = (12)

From the measured values of' r2 ——300—400 psec
we can roughly estimate that %=5—10.

(5) The discontinuity in Figs. 5 and 6 at 340 K
is due to the temperature-dependent positron trap-
ping rate p, &

into vacancy clusters. At this tem-
perature and above it we have increased the value
for the specific trapping rate into vacancy clusters
by a factor of 2.5 in evaluating c*,

~
to eliminate the

discontinuity on the concentration scale. The
specific trapping rate into the vacancy-type defects
remains unchanged.

A. Electron-irradiated pure iron

Figure 11 gives the concentrations of vacancy-
type defects c, as well as those bound to vacancy
clusters c*,

l as a function of the isochronal anneal-

ing temperature in the pure electron-irradiated iron
specimens (A and 8 in Table I). In the figure we
have combined the results from resistivity measure-
ments (dashed lines) with those from positron-
lifetime measurements (data points}.

At 77 K there are no vacancies in cluster form
(c*„.

~

——0} while the monovacancy concentrations are
c„=103ppm and c„=47 ppm for the high
(6&&10' e /cm ) and low (3)&10' e /cm ) dose
specimens, respectively. During annealing up to
140 K a sharp decrease in c„occurs. This ori-
ginates from the mell-known interstitial migration
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FIG. 11. Concentrations of free (below 220 K) and

impurity-associated (above 220 K) monovacancies c„, as

well as the vacancy concentration c*,
&

bound within va-

cancy agglomerates as a function of the isochronal an-

nealing temperature in electron-irradiated pure iron.

The dashed lines come from resistivity measurements

while the data points are constructed from the positron

results in Figs. 2 and 3. The error bars are statistical

resulting from standard deviations in the positron

parameters.

stage IE causing the recombination of about 80%
of vacancies. In the region of stage II (140—180
&) the monovacancy concentrations level to the
values c, -20 ppm and c„—10 ppm. This agrees
well with the idea that stage II is due to a rear-

rangement of interstitial agglomerates, which have

no effect on positron annihilation parameters.
Vacancy migration around 220 K leads to dras-

tic changes in Fig. 11: a sharp decrease in c, is ac-
cornpanied by an appearance of vacancy clusters.
From the values of c*d and c„we find that in the
case of the lower-dose sample 28% of vacancies
present just below stage III form clusters, 48% an-

neal out, and 24% remain in the lattice. The cor-

responding figures for the higher-dose specimen
are 45%, 20%, and 35%. Thus monovacancies
have a remarkably strong tendency to form clusters
in both samples. In the higher-dose sample the
cluster concentration is also higher.

From Fig. 11 we see that a part of vacancy-type
defects preserve their capability of positron trap-

ping even beyond the vacancy-migration stage III.
Their residual concentrations are of the order of 7
and 2 ppm. On the basis of the previous discus-
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sion on carbon-doped specimens in Sec. IV 8, this
can be due to vacancy capture by residual impuri-
ties in the lattice. Another possibility is vacancy
clustering into dislocation loops, which are known

to exhibit vacancy-type trapping properties for pos-
itrons. At 350 K, where free carbon atoms are
known to migrate, c„drops to zero. Above this
temperature no positron trapping into vacancy-type
defects is observed. This fact strongly indicates
that the actual carbon concentration in our speci-
men is higher than the nominal purity c, & 5

at. ppm. The carbon contamination may have oc-
curred while manipulating the specimen. Above
400 K only vacancy clusters are detected by posi-
trons. As can be seen from Fig. 11, the coarsening
and annealing of these clusters occur in a very
broad temperature range of 250—500 K, at the end
of which all defects have disappeared.

B. Electron-irradiated
carbon-doped iron

Figure 12 gives the concentrations c„(below 220
K), c,„(above 220 K), and c*,

t for the carbon-doped
iron specimens (C and D in Table I). Owing to a
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FIG. 12. Concentration of monovacancies c„(below
220 K), carbon-vacancy pair concentration c {above
220 K), and effective concentration c of vacancies,
which have been absorbed by vacancy agglomerates as a
function of the isochronal annealing temperature in
electron-irradiated iron-carbon samples. Dashed lines
come from resistivity measurements and the data points
are from the positron results in Figs. 6 and 7.

much higher irradiation dose compared to those in
Fig. 11, the temperature region for saturation trap-
ping of positrons extends up to 220 and 320 K for
specimens containing 50 and 750 at. ppm C,
respectively. Below these temperatures we have
again extended the positron results with the
corresponding residual resistivity curves. A special
case are the results for the Fe—750 at. ppm C
specimen between 220 and 320 K. We observe po-
sitron trapping at two different defect populations,
carbon-vacancy pairs and vacancy clusters with the
total positron trapping probability of 100/o. In
the limit of large trapping rates the intensities of
the positron lifetimes at the defects are proportion-
al to the corresponding trapping rates. According
to Fig. 7 the intensities I2 and I& are about 8 and
92%%uo, respectively, and thus the ratio of the defect
concentrations c*,~/c„=8/92. We further assume
that the estimated resistivity value is proportional
to the total number of vacancies, i.e., to the sum
c*,~+c„(as in the case of interstitials, vacancy
clustering does not affect the resistivity value).
Combining these results we get the values for c„
and c*,

&
between 220 and 320 K, as indicated in

Fig. 12.
After irradiation the vacancy concentrations in

the two specimens are about 550 ppm (cf. Table I).
In Fig. 12, only the stage II region is indicated.
At these temperatures the vacancy concentrations
are about 100 ppm. In the region of stage III
around 220 K, large changes in defect structure are
again observed. The effective concentration of va-
cancies within clusters rises sharply from zero and
the vacancy concentration diminishes. However, in
spite of identical doses in the two specimens we see
that with increasing carbon concentration the num-
ber of vacancies within the agg1omerates c*,

~
is

much smaller, while the concentration of vacancies
c„remaining beyond stage III and forming pairs
with carbon atoms is much higher in the Fe—750
at. ppm C specimen. Carbon atoms thus capture
single vacancies, very effectively preventing their
clustering. The remaining carbon-vacancy pair
concentrations are about 20 and 80 ppm in the two
specimens at 260 K.

Free-carbon migration at 350 K results in a
sharp decrease of both c*,

~
and c,„ in Fig. 12. Car-

bon atoms interact with vacancy clusters and
carbon-vacancy pairs, making them ineffective as
positron traps. A few of both kinds of defects sur-
vive the carbon inclusion and they anneal out
around 600 K. However, an increase in c,„occurs
in the Fe=750 at. ppm C specimen at 400 K,
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where also vacancy clusters anneal out smoothly.
The explanation for the increase in c is not clear.
At this temperature range carbide formation is
known to occur. ' To check the possibility of posi-
tron trapping into carbon precipitates, we also per-
formed additional measurements after isochronal
annealing of an unirradiated Fe—750 at. ppm sam-

ple which was made by an identical sample
preparation technique. However, positron-lifetime
measurements did not show any deviation from the
free positron lifetime rf 110——psec during anneal-

ing treatments between 300 and 700 K. Thus posi-
tron trapping into carbon precipitates seems to be
ruled out. However, it may be possible that carbon
precipitates have a different structure in the irradi-
ated sample because of the presence of irradiation-
produced defects acting as nucleation sites for pre-
cipitates.

Results on defect-concentration evaluations in
the Fe—50 at. ppm C samples E and F irradiated
to the lower doses of 3X10' and 1X10' e /cm
are presented in Figs. 13 and 14, respectively. In
Fig. 13, extending from 77 to 600 K, all essential
features described above are visible. During stage
III a small fraction of vacancies forms clusters,
while the majority forms pairs with immobile car-
bon atoms. The carbon migration stage again re-
sults in a sharp decrease of both c*,

~
and c . How-

ever, using an improved experimental setup (cf.
Sec. IV C) we are now able to detect carbon-va-
cancy pairs (c -4 ppm) also above 350 K. There
we can follow the annealing behavior of carbon-
vacancy pairs or possibly higher-order carbon-
vacancy complexes formed during carbon migra-
tion. As shown in Fig. 13 a distinct recovery stage
in c„occurs around 480 K, where the pair concen-
tration drops to zero. Also a slight increase is seen
in the effective vacancy concentration within the
clusters c',~. Thus carbon-vacancy pairs or com-
plexes are dissociated at this temperature, resulting
in a release of free monovacancies bound to vacan-

cy agglomerates as reflected through the increase
1n cq).

Figure 14 presents the estimated defect concen-

trations in the smaller-dose Fe—50 at. ppm C sam-

ple with the annealing temperatures shown only

above room temperature. As stage III has already

occurred, we observe a small concentration c*,
~
-0.3

ppm of vacancies within clusters, while the

carbon-vacancy pair concentration is c,„-4ppm.
Carbon migration again results in a diminishing of
both kind of defects. Above 350 K we have c,„-3
ppm. During further annealing c,„stays constant
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FIG. 13. The corresponding data to that in Fig. 12

for the low-dose electron-irradiated Fe—50 at. ppm C
specimen in Fig. 9.

up to 460 K, and a clear recovery stage for c,„ is
observed around 490 K. The dissociation of
carbon-vacancy complexes again increases c*,

~
as

the released vacancies are absorbed within vacancy
clusters analogously with Fig. 13.
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FIG. 14. Concentration of carbon-vacancy pairs c
and that of vacancies bound within vacancy clusters c,*~

as a function of isochronal annealing temperature in the
lowest-dose electron-irradiated Fe—50 at. ppm C sam-

ple. Only annealing temperatures above 300 K are
shown. The data points are constructed from the results
in Fig. 10.
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VI. DISCUSSION

A. Pure iron

Our measurements reveal a drastic decrease in
the vacancy concentration in iron around 220 K
linked with the formation of defects having a re-

markably long positron lifetime. Such a phenome-
non can be unambiguously attributed to the pres-
ence of small vacancy agglomerates having three-
dimensional character. A significant fraction of
vacancies in pure a-iron is absorbed by the grow-

ing vacancy clusters. These agglomerates have a
stability limit of 500—550 K.

The most striking result of our measurements is
that the free migration of monovacancies is respon-

sible for stage III around 220 K. The experimental

value, ' ' ' for the activation energy associated with

stage III is 0.55 eV. According to the present re-

sults this corresponds to the monovacancy migra-

tion energy, i.e., E~——0.55 eV. This value for the

vacancy migration energy is in good agreement

with the calculations of Johnson and Beeler and

Johnson who get E~ „~,——0.68 eV. Our experi-

ments thus give support to a value for the vacancy

migration energy, which is significantly lower than

the 1.28 eV deduced from higher-temperature
measurements.

The measured curves also give indirect informa-
tion on stages IE (120 K) and II (140—180 K). At
stage I~ a strong decrease in vacancy concentration
is observed, reflecting the recornbinations of Frenk-
el pairs via migration of self-interstitial atoms.
During stage II a practically constant vacancy con-
centration is observed. This is compatible with the
idea that some rearrangements of interstitial-atom
clusters take place within this temperature range.

B. Carbon-doped iron

All experimental results of the present work on
the role of carbon atoms in the annealing kinetics
of point defects demonstrate the strength of the
carbon-vacancy interaction in n-iron. During the
migration of monovacancies at 220 K, carbon
atoms decrease the fraction of clustered vacancies
and increase the fraction of residual vacancies
remaining in the lattice. The mobile vacancies
react strongly with immobile carbon atoms, and
stable carbon-vacancy pairs are formed. A striking
feature is that positrons are still able to get local-
ized at the site of carbon-vacancy pairs.

An opposite phenomenon has been shown to oc-
cur in copper, where positrons are insensitive to
vacancies at the presence of a hydrogen atom in a
vacant lattice site. The positron lifetime
~,„=160psec is only slightly lower than the one
for vacancies ~„=175psec. On the basis of these
observations we argue that the structure of the pair
must have a highly asymmetric character, i.e., the
pair does not recombine into a substitutional car-
bon atom. Such an idea of a carbon atom bound
to the boundary region of a monovacancy is con-
sistent with the calculations of Johnson and
Damask. ' They reported the carbon position at
0.73 half-lattice constants from the center of the
vacancy along (100) direction, i.e., not far from
the neighboring octahedral position.

Our results show that the migration sequence of
the constituents of the carbon-vacancy pair is re-
versed from what has been generally assumed: it is
a stable carbon atom that captures a migrating va-
cancy. One of the consequences of this reversed
situation is the fact that defect reactions occurring
during carbon migration at 350 K have been total-

ly misinterpreted. ' ' ' For instance, the energy
which is released during the stage and for which
the value of 0.41 eV was obtained calorimetrically
by Amdt and Damask, ' has been considered as
the binding energy between the vacancy and the as-
sociated carbon atom. From our point of view,
this energy corresponds to the binding of addition-
al carbon atoms to the pairs and vacancy ag-
glomerates present in the lattice just below 350 K.
Takeyama and Takahashi' ' used room-tempera-
ture high-voltage electron microscope (HVEM) ir-
radiation to produce rnonovacancies, which were
expected to react with carbon atoms and cause
thus the absence of carbon precipitation during
further annealing. Again their basic assumption
must be modified: carbon-vacancy pairs are
formed in abundance already during irradiation.
On the other hand, their conclusion on the pres-
ence of carbon-vacancy pairs above room tempera-
ture, which hinders carbon precipitation, is correct.
Their results also give important information on
the stability limit of carbon-vacancy pairs: precipi-
tation is again observed after 510 K annealing.
The authors attributed this temperature to the dis-
sociation of the pairs.

Our results on the stability of carbon-vacancy
pairs (Figs. 13 and 14) are in agreement with those
of Takeyama and Takahashi. ' ' We observe the
disappearance of the pairs at 490 K. This roughly
corresponds to the dissociation energy of 1.4 eV.
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Taking this value to be equal to the sum of the
binding energy and the migration energy of the
faster-moving constituent (the vacancy with

EM 0.5——5 eV), we obtain an estimate for the
carbon-vacancy binding energy E& -0.85 eV. This
very high value indicates a high stability for the
pair. The energy is also significantly higher than
the value 0.41 eV (Ref. 17) mentioned previously.

Some indirect conclusions can be made from our
results in pure and carbon-doped iron irradiated to
a dose of 3X10' e /cm (cf. Figs. 11 and 13).
After stage IE a much higher vacancy concentra-

tion remains in the carbon-doped specimen com-

pared to the pure iron. This reflects the interac-

tion of carbon with iron interstitial atoms. Such

an interaction, attributed to trapping of interstitial

atoms by carbon impurities, is observed in various

experiments. ' ' ' ' Additional stages are also

observed, in carbon-doped iron at 160—180'K
(Refs. 16 and 41) associated with decomposition of
interstitial-carbon complexes. These ideas are also

compatible with our results. In carbon-doped iron

the vacancy concentration decreases at this tem-

perature range (Fig. 13), while it is virtually con-

stant in pure iron (Fig. 11). Thus our results agree

with the idea of dissociation of carbon-self-inter-

stitial pairs around 170 K. This corresponds to
the binding energy of the pairs Ez'-0. 1 eV. '

As mentioned previously, the well-known stage

for carbon migration at 350 K is governed by a

strong interaction of carbon with the remaining

point defects, i.e., carbon-vacancy pairs and vacan-

cy clusters. This decoration of carbon-vacancy

pairs with additional carbon atoms can be easily

visualized. There are six equivalent positions for
the carbon around the vacancy; occupation of these

positions decreases the free space for positron lo-

calization, thus preventing trapping. Carbon mi-

grates also to the vacancy agglomerates, which is

seen as a decrease of their effective concentration.

Such a "nullification" of positron trapping at 350
K has been observed earlier by Snead et al. , al-

though their interpretation was based on immobile

vacancies at room temperature.

C. Controversial aspects
on vacancy migration

Our positron-lifetime resu1ts have revealed free

vacancy migration in o.-iron in stage III at 220 K.
We consider this result conclusive, leaving no space
for other interpretations. The temperature range

of vacancy migration is surprisingly low compared

to, e.g., other transition metals. However, as
Schultz has pointed out, the vacancy migration
energy must not be scaled to the melting tempera-
ture T, but rather to the values of the elastic con-
stants which are low for the group-V transition
metals and for a-iron.

There exist a lot of experiments which support
the low migration energy of vacancies. Detailed
residual-resistivity measurements on electron-
irradiated iron-carbon samples ' have lead to con-
clusions with vacancies mobile at 220 K. Similar
ideas have been presented also on the basis of per-
turbed angular-correlation measurements of ' "In
in iron. Positron results in neutron-irradiated
iron (see the second part of this paper and refer-
ences therein) show a downward shift in the migra-

tion temperature of vacancies due to the higher
local vacancy concentration within the collision
cascades. The present situation has been recently
discussed by Takaki et al. ' and de Schepper
et al.

Yet, as discussed in Sec. I, a considerable group
of experimental results seemed to point strongly to-
wards vacancy migration at 520 K. In the follow-

ing, some reasons for this long standing controver-

sy will be considered. Our results point out the
main clue to this discrepancy: the enormous sensi-

tivity of point defects to very small quantities of
interstitial carbon impurities. These two defects

couple with each other very effectively and there-

fore vacancy properties are fully masked by those
of higher-order complexes. On the other hand,
residual carbon concentration is present in most ex-

perimental conditions in amounts sufficient to
drastically change the kinetics of point defects. A

good example is shown in Fig. 13, where the an-

nealing stages both at 220 and 500 K are associat-
ed with monovacancy motion in the lattice, result-

ing in a decrease of the vacancy concentration and

an increase in the number of clustered vacancies.
In the following we make some suggestions con-

cerning the reasons for the controversial results in

some experiments mentioned in Sec. I.
Kiritani et al. deduced vacancy mobility by ob-

serving a threshold temperature and kinetics of the
shrinkage and growth of interstitial loops, obtain-

ing a vacancy migration energy of 1.25 —1.5 eV.
However, the high tendency for vacancies to ag-
glomerate as we11 as to form pairs with residual

impurities has not been taken into account. Recent
experiments of Verdone et al. ' using very high-

purity iron result in a vacancy migration energy
around 0.6 eV. Kiritani et al. obtain a value of
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E~——0.72 eV with a specimen of RRRH ——3500.
Fujita et al. deduce a vacancy migration energy
of E '=0.57 eV for pure Fe with RRRH ——8800.
Both Kiritani et al. and Fujita et al. also obtain
E~-1.2 eV in the case of a lower-purity sample
with RRRH & 1500.

A magnetic after-effect band arising above 300
K has been attributed to the formation of carbon-
vacancy pairs via migration of carbon atoms' into
stable vacancies at room temperature. However,
another band arises already at 220 K, ' which
can also be attributed to the pairs formed via va-

cancy migration. The successive band arising
above 300 K is then due to "decorated" carbon-
vacancy complexes mentioned previously. The
magnetic after-effect findings of Vigier give
further support to our results and conclusions.
The impurity-dependent magnetic after-effect
zones generated successively after stage IE in pure
and impurity-doped iron disappear after 240 K an-
nealing regardless of the type and concentration of
impurities present. Since these bands are generally
interpreted to be due to impurity-self-interstitial
complexes having varying binding energies, a na-
tural explanation of this phenomenon is the disap-
pearance of these defects via recombinations with
their migrating antidefects, i.e., the vacancies. In
doped iron the magnetic after-effect zones due to
substitutional impurity-monovacancy complexes
are fully developed after room-temperature irradia-
tion, because vacancies have migrated into the
impurities in the course of the irradiation. Also,
the internal friction measurements' can be analo-

gously explained using both models for vacancy
migration.

Kuramoto et al. " have studied the temperature
dependence of void swelling in cz-iron. They as-
sumed the threshold temperature of about 600 K
to be governed by the mobility of monovacancies.
Again, the formation of very stable vacancy ag-
glomerates and vacancy-impurity pairs dissociating
at 500—600 K can account for the absence of void
swelling at moderate temperatures. In fact, Little
has suggested the carbon-vacancy pair formation to
be responsible for the very low peak-swelling value
for a-iron. The influence of small amounts of car-
bon has indeed been shown to effect drastically the
void-swelling behavior.

Studies of radiation doping by Takamura' can
be used for the deduction of vacancy properties.
In radiation-doping studies an irradiated specimen
is first annealed at an intermediate temperature,
whereafter a second irradiation is performed. An

enhanced recovery stage IE is observed only in case
the intermediate annealing temperature is below
the vacancy migration threshold. With this
method Takamura obtained 410 K for the tem-
perature of vacancy migration. Our results give
again reason to modify this picture. If a consider-
able fraction of vacancies is bound to higher-order
complexes, the temperature obtained by Takamura
corresponds to the stability limit of the complexes
instead of that for monovacancies. This is particu-
larly the case here, because Takamura used neutron
irradiation, where a far larger fraction of vacancies
form clusters (see the second part of the present
paper).

The observation of quenched-in vacancies in iron
has proven to be very difficult. ' Most experi-
ments are involved with phenomena above room
temperature, where our results do not allow the
presence of free vacancies. Recent experiments"'
seem to confirm that no vacancy stage can be
found in pure iron, while they are abundantly
present in carbon-doped specimens after quenching
at room temperature. This is exactly what is to be
expected on the basis of our results.

Finally, a strong argument for the vacancy mi-

gration above room temperature has been provided

by the combined positron annihilation and self-

diffusion measurements' which give the value of
1.28 eV for the monovacancy migration energy.
However, there exist some doubts against this re-

sult. The self-diffusion measurements are extreme-

ly sophisticated, involving, e.g., diffusion times of
the order of several days. Furthermore, the result-

ing diffusion coefficient does not follow a simple
Arrhenius law because of complications by fer-
romagnetic transition. Carbon and other impuri-
ties are also expected to have a large influence on
the diffusion behavior, as discovered by Irmer
et al. Furthermore, preliminary calculations car-
ried out by de Schepper et al. seem to point to-
wards a strong influence of carbon on the meas-
ured value for the vacancy formation energy.
Thus the assumption' that the diffusion mechan-
ism is governed by monovacancy processes may
not be entirely justified.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We find the following conclusions.
(I) In electron-irradiated a-iron our positron-

lifetime measurements show free monovacancy mi-
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gration at stage III around 220 K.
(2) At stage III monovacancies have a remark-

ably strong tendericy to form small, three-
dimensional vacancy agglomerates. These anneal
out around 500—600 K.

(3) In carbon-doped specimens a competing reac-
tion at stage III is the formation of a bound
carbon-vacancy pair. This defect is strongly asym-
metric, as shown by the strong positron trapping
ability of the pair. The pair dissociates at 490 K.

(4) Unpaired carbon atoms migrating at 350 K
interact further with defect complexes, e.g. ,
carbon-vacancy pairs and vacancy agglomerates.
This leads to a decrease of positron trapping into
both type of defects.
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